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DRAFT OF TERMS OF REFERENCES
31 MAY : WORLD NO SMOKAING DAY
“QUIT SMOKING: MY HEALTH MY FUTUR”

It’s a duress and a must for every human being to care about the scourges that corrupt ours
well-being, on pain of condoning negative consequencers of human activities no matter the business
areas, witch trop us from creating a better world. One of the biggest issue we are facing now is
Youth enrolment in Smoking, no matter the sort of the Substance, mostly it concerns TABACO.
And the latest is harmful and then impacts negatively on the Health and may even be deadly.
The future is made from today. And the Future will be led by today’s Young people
engagement. The most infected or affected part of population, regarding scourges that corrupt our
well-being, is The Youth. Youth is no longer only the future, Youth is also the present and need to
be empowered and engaged.
Scouting is a movement that aims to support young people in their physical, mental and
spiritual development, that they may play constructive roles in society, with a strong focus on the
outdoors and survival skills. WOSM describe Scouting as “a voluntary nonpolitical educational
movement for young people open to all without distinction of origin, race or creed, in accordance
with the purpose, principles and method conceived by the Founder”. The scout method is the
principal method which the Scouting Organizations, boys and girls, operate their units. Scouts are
also trained to become responsible citizens and active members of their local, national and
international communities.
One main purpose of scouting remains the task to create a better place. And this involve
taking care of communities, making projects and actions to protect people from harmful practices
and habits, events or scourges such as Smoking tabaco.
OBJECTIVES: The following project aims to sensitize, to prevent, to stress or highlight Tabaco,
side effects or risks on health and to bring young people and the whole community to invest
together to overcome it.
Smokers:
 to remind smokers that smoking t is harmful and they’ll need to reduce, providing them support,
understanding and ways to start quitting deliberately;
 To sensitize them on the fact not to smoke publicly, to avoid infected non-smokers
 To have them sharing their experiences and participate also in the campaign of stop smoking as
more aware in its bad effects.
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NON-Smokers:
 Sensitize young people and adults not to smoke by highlighting that it’s truly harmful, deadly in long
term and all the other medical complications that may occur;
 To have these people spreading the message downstream and even after the Day;

HOW: IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY
Partnership and logistic/materiel providing:
 Submit the project to/Get in touch with the World Health Organization earlier and any other
Organization or Institution (public or private);
 Involve Youth from any other Organization
Scouts: NSOs could take dispositions from the national board to implement the following or/ may
forward the project to Scout groups or units or patrols. It won’t cost a lot, just: give them leaflet and
ask them to spread in their patrols and so on, or in their meeting area, district or catchment.
Sensibilization: target students, pupils, scouts during daily meetings, etc.
Caravan of awareness: Using vehicles or by foot, sharing leaflets;
Conference: Suits more scouts from colleges. Invite young people from other Youth Organizations.
No more than 2 hours in the morning.
Medias: If possible, ensure the Media by joining TV Channels, reporting or making leaflets
NB:
This project is a recommendation from the Zonal Youth Committee
Publish on Scout.org/Post the implementation on facebook/twitter and whatsapp
Yours in Scouting
For the Zonal Forum Committee
ADOLI LATAME KOMLA
EDWIN ACKOMAH ABIGAIL

THE CHAIRPERSON
ADAMOU DADE RAPHAEL MAHAMAN BASSIROU
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